
To ensure all your glass at home stays as easy to clean
and bright as the day it was installed, giving optimal
clarity with the least possible effort...

ASK FOR CLEARSHIELD LOW-M® GLASS
The incredibly effective way to protect your windows, doors and conservatory.

How would you like your windows 
and conservatory glass to look?

Cleaning glass is time-consuming and
can be very hard work, especially on
conservatory roofs.

Many types of dirt attach firmly to glass:

• salt/hard water • traffic pollution
• tree sap • bird lime 

They deposit on the glass, causing unsightly
stains that spoil the appearance and clarity of
your windows, doors and conservatory.

ClearShield protection for glass provides a
surface that:
•Resists staining 
• Is easier to clean
•Eliminates the need for harsh and 

abrasive cleaning products

Ordinary | Unprotected Glass

Like this?
ClearShield | Low-M® Glass

Or this?
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Fact: Windows get dirty

Glass is a sensitive material that reacts with its environment.

Dirt can quickly build up on your windows. Over time,

unprotected glass suffers permanent bonding of these

residues causing staining and physical damage. Often

washing does not mean cleaning. This is why when

windows look dull, it becomes very difficult, if not

impossible, to bring back the shine, no matter how hard

you try! Regular washing will simply not be effective,

spoiling the appearance of your windows.

What is ClearShield and why does it work?

Working just like ‘non-stick’ cookware, ClearShield acts as

a lasting protective barrier on the surface of the glass. It

stops grime and other residues from bonding with the glass.

Its unique ‘non-stick’ action makes it difficult for dirt to build

up quickly and bond to its surface.

Specially developed Clean-All for ClearShield Glass

Cleaning your windows will no longer require harsh and

abrasive materials, which may be harmful to you and the

environment. Clean-All for ClearShield Low-M® Glass has been

specially developed to gain maximum performance for a

sparkling look. It is particularly effective for removing nicotine,

grease, finger marks and general dirt from your glass.

Please visit www.clearshield.biz to order Clean-All securely

online (UK residents only).

Remember, ClearShield in action:

• Saves time and effort

• Maintains clarity of the glass

• Keeps your windows looking like new

Protect your investment!

Insist on having ClearShield

on all your glass...

you deserve nothing less!

Peace of mind – guaranteed.
With ClearShield protection, we offer a warranty for 15 years,

providing Ritec’s recommended after-care programme is

followed*.

Why is choosing ClearShield Low-M ®

(Low-Maintenance) Glass really

important?
Choosing ClearShield really does make a difference.

Award-winning ClearShield has more than 25 years of

experience worldwide. It is the only glass that is both easy

to clean and provides durable protection.

So how can we prove this?
We’ve compared ClearShield Glass with ordinary

unprotected glass by exposing them to water vapour and

alkalinity in laboratory conditions.

The Results
ClearShield Low-M® Glass suffers less limescale

build-up and is significantly much easier to clean. Its

‘non-stick’ barrier means that the same will apply to all

other dirt factors that can damage glass.

* Please refer to our after-care programme for warranty information.

The white patches and dots are hard water

stains built up through an accelerated test.

Unprotected Glass ClearShield Low-M ® Glass®
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